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New frontloaders for compact tractors
ProfiLine frontloader FZ8 and FS8 for tractors ranging from 35 – 65 HP

Compact tractors are in use in many different areas where a frontloader with reasonable
bracket is of advantage. Especially sideline farmers, dressing companies and tractors in
common use, use such tractors in this horsepower category for diverse works. Stoll as
one of the leading manufacturers of frontloaders and implements offers from now on as a
complement of the existing ProfiLine series two new frontloaders type FZ8 and FS8.
Those two loaders are matched perfectly for the corresponding field of use. For easy
works, the FS8 is suitable, for the heavier professional use the FZ8 should be chosen.
Both have the same known Stoll quality. Bearings with bushes for all moving parts as well
as easily accessible lubrication points (from outside) are a matter of course.
The main aim of the Stoll engineers to have free sight is achieved by different measures.
For the first, all hydraulic pipes are laid below the loader arms. Furthermore, the beams
are made of highly resistant fine grain steel. This does not only save weight, but also
guarantees a better sight as the beams are made smaller thanks to the highly resistant
steel. And last but not least: the oval and flat cross tube which is positioned very much to
the front, also grants a better sight.
A further special feature for a loader in this category is the optional accessory: electrohydraulic interlocking of the implement. A rich range of implements of more than 50 different tools is also available.
Mounting and dismounting of the loader is done as usual with Stoll loaders within 30 seconds. You may park the loader on its individually adjustable safety parking supports
which are operated without any help of tools and which are clapped very tightly to the
beam. For mounting to all common tractor types we dispose of a big number of suitable
brackets which enables you mount a Stoll frontloader to nearly every type of tractor.
We offer those 2 new ProfiLine frontloaders starting from approx. 2700 Euro – FS8 without parallel linkage. The stronger FZ8 costs about 4000 Euro and is with parallel linkage.
High quality for a small budget.
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